Cindy Farkas Glanzrock

About Cindy
Cindy Farkas Glanzrock is the editor of Real Art Muse (http://www.realartmuse.com), a
blog which documents her artistic inspirations. Also the President and Owner of
Glanzrock Realty Services, Cindy’s main focus is to uncover and discover artistic
talents and galleries and put artists together with the right collectors. Glanzrock is taken
with the “struggling and undiscovered artist syndrome” to find collectors, audiences and
the right venue where they have space to create, show their work and make a nice
living.

Building Art Curatorial Program (BACP)
In January 2014, Glanzrock launched the Building Art Curatorial Program (BACP), a
comprehensive program designed to connect artists and spaces, tailored to specific
buildings within a select real estate portfolio. BACP discovers, exposes, and leases art
to commercial clients for their lobby spaces with the option to purchase the artwork.

BACP collaborated with Lawrence Fine Art, a gallery that represents a number of
established local street artists, including Sen2 and LARoc, Unix Gallery, which
represents DOC, as well as SpecterDeSouza Architects in executing the vision for the
lobbies at 915 Broadway, 1001 Sixth Avenue, and 29 West 38th Street.
Glanzrock’s goal is to unify commercial building owners, corporate collectors, tenants,
and the public with emerging artists. “Commercial buildings with a great deal of foot
traffic provide artists with an opportunity for enhanced exposure they wouldn’t ordinarily
attain,” says Cindy Farkas Glanzrock, who founded the program and serves as Creative
Director. “BACP selects relevant artwork for commercial lobbies that is reflective of the
respective building’s history, tenants, and location, dramatically enriching the
experience of both the tenant and visitor, as well as increasing the building’s value. We
anticipate that BACP will encourage more commercial buildings to become involved.”
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While office lobbies have always provided a showcase for artworks, several prominent
developers are turning their lobbies and vacant retail spaces into revolving galleries.

Currently, ABS Partners Real Estate has exhibits in three of their properties curated by
Cindy Farkas Glanzrock’s Building Art Curatorial Program.
Tenants and the public can walk into 29 W. 38th St. and check out edgy pieces by Keith
Haring protégée LAII/LA Roc (a k a Angel Ortiz). Sen2’s pastel graffiti decorates 915
Broadway, while sculptures by Desire Obtain Cherish are on view at 1001 Sixth Ave.
At 5 Bryant Park, the retail space was decorated by four graffiti artists before the retail
tenant took over. The Equity Office-owned building used the graffiti as a way to rebrand
the building and pump up its energy.
Brooklyn-based Max Bode, Don Rimx (a k a Edwin David Sepulveda) of Puerto Rico,
San Francisco artist Chor Boogie (a k a Jason Lamar Hailey) and Polish painter Natalia
Rak collaborated on a 100-by-25-foot-tall wall over several nights as onlookers crowded
around the window.
The artists then participated in a 90-minute “Art Battle,” while each worked on their
own large canvas with their initial collaboration in the background.

Modal Trigger
Pop art sculptor Desire Obtain Cherish with one of his plastic lollipops, which are on
view in the lobby at 1001 Sixth Ave.Photo: Brian Zak
Further uptown, 717 Fifth Ave., also owned by Equity Office, has brought in Barbara
Paley’s Art Assets in collaboration with Christie’s and the Andy Warhol Foundation for
the Visual Arts to showcase the sale of numerous original celebrity Polaroids taken by
the late artist.

Photos include fashion heavyweights like Giorgio Armani, Gianni Versace and Diane
von Furstenberg; singers Liza Minnelli, Diana Ross and Debbie Harry; and actors
Sylvester Stallone and Dennis Hopper. There are also a series of “Myths” that include
Uncle Sam, Howdy Doody and a witch.
The Polaroids will be on view through May 31 and prices range from $4,000 to $26,000
with proceeds going back to the Warhol Foundation.
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NYC artists find half the battle is studio rent
NEW YORK (AP) -- For artists in New York - one of the world's most expensive cities - finding stable, affordable
places to create and showcase their work can be challenging. A growing number of programs are offering
solutions.
According to the census, 124,000 New Yorkers identified themselves as artists, writers or photographers in 2010.
Many face a constant struggle to find stable, affordable workspaces - a problem that's been growing for decades
and is now reaching a critical point, said Paul Parkhill, executive director of Spaceworks, a nonprofit spearheaded
in 2011 by the Department of Cultural Affairs to transform underused public and private building spaces into
permanent artist workspaces.
"We get a lot of stories about people moving from studio to studio every year or two," he said, citing onceaffordable neighborhoods like Brooklyn's Williamsburg and Red Hook as now out of reach.
"But despite the economic challenges, New York is a place where artists want to be," Parkhill said.
Spaceworks' two visual art spaces in Brooklyn's Gowanus neighborhood rent for $350 per month - about 50 to 60
percent below market value. In Long Island City, Queens, Spaceworks' three theater, dance and music spaces
rent for $12 to $16 per hour. It was a godsend when renovations forced the Mabou Mines/Suite theater
ensemble to leave its lower Manhattan location.
"We were delighted to find the spaces are generous in size, clean, with sprung floors," said co-artistic director
Sharon Fogarty; the rent would have been triple elsewhere.
Spaceworks is developing rehearsal spaces at the Brooklyn Public Library in Red Hook, as well as rehearsal and
visual art spaces at the library's Williamsburg branch. Within five years, it hopes to have a few hundred visual art
studios citywide.
Among other programs offering relief or extra exposure to artists:
- The New York Performing Arts Spaces website, run by Fractured Atlas Artists, lists over 1,700 rehearsal and
performance spaces, from major theaters to small studios and church basements. Some go for $10 per hour
during off-peak periods - "spaces that otherwise would go wasted," said program Director Lisa Niedermeyer.
- Curate NYC is funded by the city's Economic Development Corporation and is the brainchild of philanthropist
and gallery owner Danny Simmons and marketing maven Brian Tate. Artists are selected for online or New York
City gallery exhibitions by curators from institutions like the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington and the Van
Gogh Museum in Amsterdam.
"Commercial galleries really don't want to take a chance on an unknown artist," Simmons said. Curate NYC takes
that "out of the equation."
In 2010, 1,100 artists submitted pieces through Curate NYC's online portal; 150 were featured in a group show at
a single gallery. Last year, 900 were selected from 1,900 entries for exhibitions in seven city galleries and 30
online shows. The program is still growing.

- The Building Art Curatorial Program was started by commercial leasing broker Cindy Glanzrock. Working with
galleries, she leases works to office buildings, turning marble and granite lobbies into exciting temporary art
spaces. She's currently showcasing purchasable pieces by former street artists Desire Obtain Cherish (DOC),
Angel Ortiz (LA Roc) and Sens 2.
About 600 passers-by a day view DOC's whimsical melting ice cream and blow pop sculptures in a Manhattan
lobby.
"The more my work gets exposed," said DOC, "the more the potential for sale there is."
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For artists in New York — one of the world's most expensive cities — finding stable,
affordable places to create and showcase their work can be challenging. A growing
number of programs are offering solutions.
According to the census, 124,000 New Yorkers identified themselves as artists, writers
or photographers in 2010. Many face a constant struggle to find stable, affordable
workspaces — a problem that's been growing for decades and is now reaching a critical
point, said Paul Parkhill, executive director of Spaceworks, a nonprofit spearheaded in
2011 by the Department of Cultural Affairs to transform underused public and private
building spaces into permanent artist workspaces.
"We get a lot of stories about people moving from studio to studio every year or two," he
said, citing once-affordable neighborhoods like Brooklyn's Williamsburg and Red Hook
as now out of reach.

"But despite the economic challenges, New York is a place where artists want to be,"
Parkhill said.
Spaceworks' two visual art spaces in Brooklyn's Gowanus neighborhood rent for $350
per month — about 50 to 60 percent below market value. In Long Island City, Queens,
Spaceworks' three theater, dance and music spaces rent for $12 to $16 per hour. It was a
godsend when renovations forced the Mabou Mines/Suite theater ensemble to leave its
lower Manhattan location.
"We were delighted to find the spaces are generous in size, clean, with sprung floors,"
said co-artistic director Sharon Fogarty; the rent would have been triple elsewhere.
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Spaceworks is developing rehearsal spaces at the Brooklyn Public Library in Red Hook,
as well as rehearsal and visual art spaces at the library's Williamsburg branch. Within
five years, it hopes to have a few hundred visual art studios citywide.
Among other programs offering relief or extra exposure to artists:
— The New York Performing Arts Spaces website, run by Fractured Atlas Artists, lists
over 1,700 rehearsal and performance spaces, from major theaters to small studios and
church basements. Some go for $10 per hour during off-peak periods — "spaces that
otherwise would go wasted," said program Director Lisa Niedermeyer.

— Curate NYC is funded by the city's Economic Development Corporation and is the
brainchild of philanthropist and gallery owner Danny Simmons and marketing maven
Brian Tate. Artists are selected for online or New York City gallery exhibitions by
curators from institutions like the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington and the Van
Gogh Museum in Amsterdam.
"Commercial galleries really don't want to take a chance on an unknown artist,"
Simmons said. Curate NYC takes that "out of the equation."
In 2010, 1,100 artists submitted pieces through Curate NYC's online portal; 150 were
featured in a group show at a single gallery. Last year, 900 were selected from 1,900
entries for exhibitions in seven city galleries and 30 online shows. The program is still
growing.
— The Building Art Curatorial Program was started by commercial leasing broker Cindy
Glanzrock. Working with galleries, she leases works to office buildings, turning marble
and granite lobbies into exciting temporary art spaces. She's currently showcasing
purchasable pieces by former street artists Desire Obtain Cherish (DOC), Angel Ortiz
(LA Roc) and Sens 2.
About 600 passers-by a day view DOC's whimsical melting ice cream and blow pop
sculptures in a Manhattan lobby.
"The more my work gets exposed," said DOC, "the more the potential for sale there is."
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NEW YORK (AP) — For artists in New York — one of the world’s most expensive cities — finding
stable, affordable places to create and showcase their work can be challenging. A growing number of
programs are offering solutions.
According to the census, 124,000 New Yorkers identified themselves as artists, writers or
photographers in 2010. Many face a constant struggle to find stable, affordable workspaces — a
problem that’s been growing for decades and is now reaching a critical point, said Paul Parkhill,
executive director of Spaceworks, a nonprofit spearheaded in 2011 by the Department of Cultural
Affairs to transform underused public and private building spaces into permanent artist workspaces.
“We get a lot of stories about people moving from studio to studio every year or two,” he said, citing
once-affordable neighborhoods like Brooklyn’s Williamsburg and Red Hook as now out of reach.

“But despite the economic challenges, New York is a place where artists want to be,” Parkhill said.
Spaceworks’ two visual art spaces in Brooklyn’s Gowanus neighborhood rent for $350 per month —
about 50 to 60 percent below market value. In Long Island City, Queens, Spaceworks’ three theater,
dance and music spaces rent for $12 to $16 per hour. It was a godsend when renovations forced the
Mabou Mines/Suite theater ensemble to leave its lower Manhattan location
“We were delighted to find the spaces are generous in size, clean, with sprung floors,” said co-artistic
director Sharon Fogarty; the rent would have been triple elsewhere.
Spaceworks is developing rehearsal spaces at the Brooklyn Public Library in Red Hook, as well as
rehearsal and visual art spaces at the library’s Williamsburg branch. Within five years, it hopes to
have a few hundred visual art studios citywide.
Among other programs offering relief or extra exposure to artists:
— The New York Performing Arts Spaces website, run by Fractured Atlas Artists, lists over 1,700
rehearsal and performance spaces, from major theaters to small studios and church basements.
Some go for $10 per hour during off-peak periods — “spaces that otherwise would go wasted,” said
program Director Lisa Niedermeyer.
— Curate NYC is funded by the city’s Economic Development Corporation and is the brainchild of
philanthropist and gallery owner Danny Simmons and marketing maven Brian Tate. Artists are
selected for online or New York City gallery exhibitions by curators from institutions like the
Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington and the Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam.
“Commercial galleries really don’t want to take a chance on an unknown artist,” Simmons said.
Curate NYC takes that “out of the equation.”
In 2010, 1,100 artists submitted pieces through Curate NYC’s online portal; 150 were featured in a
group show at a single gallery. Last year, 900 were selected from 1,900 entries for exhibitions in
seven city galleries and 30 online shows. The program is still growing.
— The Building Art Curatorial Program was started by commercial leasing broker Cindy Glanzrock.
Working with galleries, she leases works to office buildings, turning marble and granite lobbies into
exciting temporary art spaces. She’s currently showcasing purchasable pieces by former street artists
Desire Obtain Cherish (DOC), Angel Ortiz (LA Roc) and Sens 2.
About 600 passers-by a day view DOC’s whimsical melting ice cream and blow pop sculptures in a
Manhattan lobby.
“The more my work gets exposed,” said DOC, “the more the potential for sale there is.”
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Glanzrock of Glanzrock Realty Services introduces Building Art
Curatorial Program; Designed to connect artists with commercial
spaces to lease artwork
New York, NY Cindy Glanzrock, president and owner of Glanzrock Realty Services, has unveiled
the launch of the Building Art Curatorial Program (BACP), a comprehensive program designed to
connect artists and spaces, tailored to specific buildings within a select real estate portfolio. BACP
discovers, exposes, and leases art to commercial clients for their lobby spaces with the option to
purchase the artwork.
915 Broadway (at the corner of 20th St.), owned by ABS Real Estate Partners, was the first building
to partner with BACP to unveil its newly renovated lobby. On March 11th, BACP debuted its lobby
redesign and showcased street-chic artwork from Sen2, a Bronx-based artist who has leased two
pieces from his cartoon series to be displayed in the building's lobby. The building will exhibit the
artwork for a limited period, similar to a gallery or museum rotation.
Subsequently, Glanzrock debuted installations at 1001 Sixth Ave. (at the corner of 37th St.), which
featured pop sculptures from artist DOC (Design Obtain Cherish), and 29 West 38th St., which
showcased the work of graffiti artist LARoc/LAII, protégé to Keith Haring.
Glanzrock's goal is to unify commercial building owners, corporate collectors, tenants, and the public
with emerging artists.
"Commercial buildings with a great deal of foot traffic provide artists with an opportunity for
enhanced exposure they wouldn't ordinarily attain," said Glanzrock, who serves as creative director.
"BACP selects relevant artwork for commercial lobbies that is reflective of the respective building's
history, location and provenance, dramatically enriching the experience of both the tenant and
visitor, as well as increasing the building's value. We anticipate that BACP will encourage more
commercial buildings to become involved."
Glanzrock is the editor of Real Art Muse (http://www.realartmuse.com), a blog which documents her
artistic inspirations. BACP collaborated with Specter DeSouza Architects, Lawrence Fine Art
Studios, which represents Sen2 and LARoc, as well as Unix Gallery, which represents DOC, in
executing the vision for the lobbies at 915 Broadway, 1001 Sixth Aven., and 29 West 38th St.
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Can Subversive Lobby Art Help Executives Feel Better About Their Day
Jobs?

One Commercial Broker Thinks So.
By Chris Pomorski | 04/17/14 4:40pm

Graffiti artist Sen2, second from left, with Cindy Glazrock, third from right, and others.
About a month ago, two graffitied canvases appeared in the lobby of the office building at 915
Broadway. A staid, corporate affair in the Flatiron district owned by Earle Altman’s ABS
Partners, 915 houses such forward-thinking tech and investment personalities as Union Square
Ventures, General Assembly and Pay Pal founder Peter Thiel.
We recently visited the lobby, where Cindy Glanzrock, president of Glanzrock Realty Services,
told us, with the air of a bushwhacking anthropologist, that the men who work for Mr. Thiel have
beards. Sometimes, she said, they even wear sneakers to work.
Ms. Glanzrock works mostly with wing-tipped, clean-shaven types. She herself wore a light
purple sweater over a dark suit with a patterned silk scarf.

But hip tenants, to Ms. Glanzrock’s way of thinking, call for hip decorations. She is largely
responsible for selecting the lobby canvases, which were done by the Bronx-based aerosol artist
Sen2, and which depict seductive, comic book-style figures splashed in bright blues and pinks.
“Earle Altman grew up on Bruckner Boulevard in the Bronx,” she said. “So I picked an artist
from the Bronx.” The granddaughter of George Farkas, who founded the Alexander’s department
store chain, Ms. Glanzrock is a collector of modern art, a passion she said she inherited from her
grandparents, who hung original works by Dali, Renoir and others in their home. “I have some
dead artists, but mostly I focus on living ones. It’s important that the art comes from the street.”
If her pedigree and appearance do not quite suggest rugged urban experience, Ms. Glanzrock
nonetheless believes that her work has granted her a kind of counterintuitive wisdom. “As a
commercial broker, I’m always hitting the street,” she explained.
The installation at 915 is the first of several Ms. Glanzrock has planned as part of her Building
Art Curatorial Program, which aims to “connect [street] artists and spaces, tailored to specific
buildings within a select real estate portfolio.” BACP intends to discover, expose and lease
artwork for commercial lobbies, offering clients the option to buy. (Sen2′s canvases are priced at
$6,500 each, unframed.) Installations at 1001 6th Avenue and at 29 West 38th Street, furnished
by artists DOC (Design Obtain Cherish) and Keith Haring protégé LA Roc, respectively, are next
on the agenda.

“Delicious Mess” by DOC (Desire Obtain Cherish).
Sen2, born Sandro Figueroa Garcia in Puerto Rico in 1969, was not, strictly speaking, in need of
discovering. He learned his trade in the 80s, after moving to the Bronx, from graffiti artists that
he met at break dance competitions. Talent and exuberance swiftly landed him a place with Tats
Cru, a street artists’ collective that was among the most famed and prestigious in the world. (It
has since become a formal company, with which he is not affiliated.)
His work—wildly colorful agglomerations of sharp and bulbous shapes, abstract patterns and sly,
cartoonish figures—has been commissioned by Coca Cola, Coach, Missy Elliot, Robert De Niro,
and others. He has a gallery in San Francisco, a studio in the Bronx and a cheerleader in the
Hamptons gallerist Howard Shapiro. Since the 90s, fans in South America and Europe have
greeted him by name, gathering in crowds when he visits to watch him work live.
Still, corporate partnerships are helpful. “Artists think they don’t need business people,” Ms.
Glanzrock said. “But they really do.” Sen2, who was also on hand during our visit, agreed:
“Sometimes, you do work and then the money doesn’t come on time. And then I have to wait to
get more materials.”
Now in his mid-40s, Sen2 has a wife and children of his own, but he maintains a boyish
ebullience. Bald and stocky, with a broad, easy smile and a small goatee, he wore a t-shirt of his
own design and artfully distressed jeans. He is joyfully obsessed with his craft, punctuating
monologues on color, technique and design with amorous avowals: “I love that! I love that!”
Even the computer in his studio is covered in paint.
Though he refrains these days from the practice, he also remains enthusiastic about bombing—
the unsanctioned “tagging” of public surfaces with one’s graffiti signature. “That’s how you
show to the people who you are,” he said. “I love that! I love that!”
Bombing aside, Sen2’s work is not subversive. He has no ideological or political agenda. This,
of course, is not true of all street art, including some Ms. Glanzrock has placed though BACP.
“One of the pieces I thought about is called ‘Path to Riches,’” she said. A large sculptural
installation, the work includes a length of red carpet, at the end of which dance brooms—a la
Fantasia—sweeping at pieces of gold. “Well, the double meaning is that the path to riches is
bloody. And Capital One is one of this building’s tenants, so as soon as they see what the other
meaning is, I could get into trouble.”
“Path to Riches” did not make the cut.
But some amount of provocation can be desirable. The LA Roc piece slated for display includes
luridly drawn dollar signs and DOC, whose very moniker represents a—rather heavy-handed—
anti-capitalist statement, will contribute sculptures depicting melting ice cream and lollipops, a
comment on climate change.

“It’s about the screwed up environment we live in,” Ms. Glanzrock confirmed. “Which has a lot
to do with corporate America. A lot of people who work in these establishments are antiestablishment. However, they wouldn’t speak up because they need their paycheck. But [the
artworks] are colorful and they make people talk.”
Despite time spent on the street, Ms. Glanzrock occasionally has difficulty getting in touch with
the sorts of “hip,” “chic” and “hot” underground artists whose work she covets for her program.
“The trouble with some of these street artists is that they’re impossible to find,” she said. “I don’t
know how to contact them.” Sen2—whom Ms. Glanzrock affectionately calls “Sen”—smiled,
looking up from his smartphone. “I do,” he said. “They’re all my friends.”

“ElectroCat” by LA Roc.
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ABS Partners Real Estate has kicked off a curated, rotating pop art program for the lobbies of
its commercial buildings, Commercial Observer has learned.

Artwork by Design Obtain Cherish slated to be installed at 1001 Avenue of the Americas
First up was last week’s installation of two large cartoon paintings by Bronx-based new
generation artist Sen2 at 915 Broadway, said Gregg Schenker, co-managing partner and
president of ABS. The art was put in following a $1.5 million investment in the Specter
DeSouza Architects-designed lobby at the 21st Street building.
“The art is to make it more interesting for the tenants and the visitors,” Mr. Schenker said.
The next two buildings set to have art installments are 1001 Avenue of the Americas at 37th
Street and 29 West 38th Street between Fifth and Sixth Avenues. The former will feature pop
sculptures—three really bright-colored lollipops and an oversized upside-down melting ice

cream cone—from artist Desire Obtain Cherish (DOC) and the latter will showcase an abstract
painting, called Electrocat, by graffiti artist Angel Ortiz (now known as LA Roc or LA II),
protégé to Keith Haring.

Installation by Sen2 at 915 Broadway
ABS leases the art and the pieces will be rotated on a six-month cycle by a consulting curator,
Cindy Glanzrock, who is the president and owner of full-service real estate consultancy and
brokerage Glanzrock Realty Services. ABS is the first of Ms. Glanzrock’s clients in her newly
launched Building Art Curatorial Program (BACP), a program designed to connect artists and
spaces, tailored to specific buildings.

Electrocat by LA Roc will be hung in a gold frame at 29 West 38th Street

“BACP selects relevant artwork for commercial lobbies that is reflective of the respective
building’s history, location and provenance, dramatically enriching the experience of both the
tenant and visitor, as well as increasing the building’s value,” Ms. Glanzrock said. “We
anticipate that BACP will encourage more commercial buildings to become involved.”
Ms. Glanzrock said she worked closely with the Specter DeSouza Architects in selecting the
pieces at 915 Broadway.
The art is available for purchase, Ms. Glanzrock noted, with prices up to $36,000.
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